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lei i-@li.em -Se©tl©n liefl-m®€. The- term- i@li.em- See-t-lom 
applies ■ dlvl siem- ®f - a. lime- -segment l-mt©- extreme - amd mean 
rati© | that lss dividing the ' segment s© that Its la-rger-part 
is the■ mean■ pr©p©rtismal 'between-- the- whole segment and -its 
smaller part* Another way ©f expressing this Isthe division 
©f the segment smeh that - the whole- segment- shall- have the 
same- rati© t© its larger part- -as the-- larger- par t has-1© the 
smaller part o The -dlvidlmg-’ point- ise ©f e©mrs©0 -somewhere
he tween.-- the ©-enter-and one -end- of the line - - segment „ It is
als© p©.-ssihle t@ find- a point ©n the line, exterior te the 
segment, s-ueh -that - the-- given.' segment ■- is the mean propertional 
hetweem- -the- .segment together- with- the- external portion) and 
the external portiono Still another point ©an he found ©n 
the lineg, external to the given segment $> such that the- ex
ternal portion is the mean proportional "between the -external 
portion together with the given segment) and the -given- seg
ment =, The latter two- dividing points mentioned give the- same 
rati© as the-firstj, "but this discussion will he inter©atede 
for the most part with "the" internal- di-vidi-ng point»

lot- Purpose ©f the the-sis» It is the purpose ©f this 
thesis te summarize available in-formati©n on the Golden
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Section— both the mathematics involved , and its applications 
to nature, art, aesthetics, and metaphysics.

1.3 Mathematical discussion of the Golden Section.
Some geometrical constructions for locating the point which 
divides a line segment into the Golden Section will be shown 
first. Since the proofs of some of these constructions are 
partly algebraic, it would be well to mention the algebraic 
counterpart of the Golden Section.

For simplicity, let the length of the given segment be 
taken as unity, and designate the length of the longer por
tion by X. The following equation then results:

l/X = x/d-x), or X2+X = 1, 
the latter which, for convenience, will be called the Golden 
Section Equation. Adding 1/4 to both members the equation 
becomes

X2+X+l/4 = 5/4.
The left hand member is then a perfect square, namely the 
square of X+l/2, so on taking the square roots of both mem
bers there results

X+l/2 = +V5/2.
One is forced to discard the negative root since X.is neces
sarily positive, and the value of X is

x = (V5-D/2.
Since \[5 la irrational, X Is irrational, but 0.618 serves as 
a good approximation to X, and will be used in this



discussion except where more aeeuraoy is desired0 Hereafter 
X will •tee ' Calrled the doli.en- RatiOc

The €-©lden Section -is- inherent in the construction of a, 
regular pentagen 8 and. hence a- regular do de eahedr o n s a a well 
as being closely connected with certain other polyhedrons^ 
the logarathmie spiralB and other •'■interesting geometric e@n= 
figurations? a few of which will be discussed in detail*

In an algebraic considerations methods ©f solutiem of 
the 6-olden- Section Ed|iati©n9 its ©onnection with the- Fiben^ 
acei. sequen©e0- and other implicatlonsg • will be-- shown»

1,4. Applications- of the- #@-Iden ■Section, Many instances 
of the Solden section occur in naturea and some think it has
the importance of a natural law, A few of - thes® occurrence s
of the Crolden- Section in nature will be discussed in detail. 
In the realms of art and aesthetics the 8-olden Section also 
occurs in interesting ways, and its importance here has long 
been a subject for-'disemssien,,- Viewpoints on both sides of 
the question whether or not the Solden Section should be a 
guiding principle in art* will be presented.

Finally* the Golden Section has from very- early' times 
been connected with .metaphysics*' and given supernatural 
qualities. Such mystical aspects of a simple geometric . 
construction*' or mere numerical ratio are* of eourse9 look# 
upon lightly now* but- it is interesting- to see the impor®- 
tance which the ©olden Section has at times been given.



CHAPTER II

CONSTRUCTIONS FOR THE GOLDEN SECTION

2.1 Straightedge and compass construction I.1 
Given: Segment AB.
Required: To divide AB into the Golden Section by means of
a straightedge and compass.
Construction:

Draw BC perpendicular to AB and equal in length to AB/2.
Draw AC. Take CD equal to CD* equal to AB/2. On AB take AE 
equal to AD, also AE* equal to AD*. Then AB/AE = AE/EB, or 
E is the desired dividing point. Furthermore,
AE*/AB = AB/BE1, or E* divides the segment externally into 
extreme and mean ratio.

^Webster Wells and Walter W. Hart, Progressive Plane 
Geometry. (New York: D»C»Heath and Company, 1943), p. 294.
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Proof: Draw a circle with C as center and radius CB. Then
AD'/A3 = AB/AD, since the tangent to a circle from an exter
nal point is the mean proportional between the entire secant 
and the external segment of a secant from the same point.
Now, since AD = AE, AD'/AB = AB/AE. Subtracting unity from 
both members gives (AD'-AB)/AB = (AB-AE)/AE. Now AD'-AB = 
AD'-DD1 = AD = AE, and AB-AE = EB. Hence AE/AB = EB/AE, or, 
inverting, AB/AE = AE/EB, as required.

Note that in a right triangle in which one leg is half 
the other leg, the shorter leg subtracted from the hypotenuse 
leaves a remainder which is the Golden Section of the longer 
leg.

p
2,2 Straightedge and compass construction II.

Given: Segment AB.
Required: To divide AB into the Golden Section by means of
a straightedge and compass.
Construction:

2R. F. Graesser, "The Golden Section," The Pentagon. Ill 
(Fall, 1943 Spring, 1944), 7-8.
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At B erect BC equal in length and perpendicular to AB. Locate 
D, the midpoint of AB. With DC as radius and D as center 
draw an arc cutting AB produced in E and F. Then BF laid off 
on AB gives G, the desired dividing point; that is,
AB/AG = AG/GB.
Proof: EB/BC a BC/BF, since the perpendicular to the diam
eter from a point on the circumference of a circle is the 
mean proportional between the segments of the diameter. 
Subtracting unity from both members of this equation, there 
results (EB-BC)/BC = (BC-BF/BF. But EB-BC = EB-AB = EA = BF 
= AG, and BC-BF = AB-BF = AB-AG = GB. Substituting;
AG/BC = GB/AG, or inverting, AB/AG = AG/GB, as required.

2.3 Straightedge and compass construction III.
Given: Segment AB.
Required: To divide AB into the Golden Section by the use of
a straightedge and compass.
Construction:

D
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Produce AB to C so that BC = AB. Draw AD equal In length and 
perpendicular to AB. Connect C and D. Bisect angle ADC and 
let this bisector intersect AB in G-. Then G- divides AB into 
the Golden Section.
Proof: Let AB =1. Then AD = 1, AC = 2, and since the angle
at A is right, CD = \[5* Since angle ADG equals one half
angle ADC, tanADG = \j 1-cosADC/Vl+cosADC. But cos ADC = AD/DC 
= 1/V5". Hence tanADG = W?-1/VV5+1 = (V5-D/2. But tanADG
= AG/AD = AG = (V5-l)/2, the Golden Ratio.

2.4 Straightedge and compass construction IV.^
Given: Segment AB.
Required: To divide AB into the Golden Section by means of a
straightedge and compass.
Construction:

^Robert C. Yates, Tools--A Mathematical Sketch and 
Model Book, (mimeographed work book, Louisiana State Univer
sity, Baton Rouge, 1941), p. 28.
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Draw a circle of radius AB and center B. Draw BC perpen
dicular to AB* Let D be the midpoint of BC, and let E be the 
first point of quadrisection of BA, Draw a circle of radius 
ED with E as center. Construct tangents to this small circle 
at points F and G where it intersects AB, Let these tangents 
intersect the large circle in F* and F”, G* and G!', respec
tively, Then AF* laid off on AB is AH, and H divides AB into 
the Golden Section. Moreover, if AB produced intersects the 
large circle in K, then KG'F* F"G" is a regular pentagon.
Note that AF* is the side of a regular decagon, and is the 
Golden Section of the radius of its circumscribed circle. 
Proof: Let AB = 1. Then BD = 1/2, and EB = 1/4. Hence in 
the right triangle EBD, DE2 = BD2+EB2 = (1/2)2+(1/4)2, whence 
DE = V5/4. Also, FB = FE+EB = DE+EB = V5/4+1/4 = (V5+D/4. 
Hence in the right triangle BFF1,

Now AF = AB-FB = l-(V5+l)/4 = (>-V5)/4. In the triangle AFF*,

Hence H divides AB into the Golden Section

2.5 Euclid*s construction.^ Book II, Proposition 11 
of Euclid's Elements, gives the following problem:

AThomas L. Heath, The Thirteen Books of Euclid* s Ele
ments. (Cambridge: University Press, 1926), Vol. I, p. 402.
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mTo out a given straight line so that the rectangle con
tained by the whole and one of the segments is equal to the 
square on the remaining segment." This construction, of 
course, amounts to dividing the line segment into the Golden 
Section.
Construction: LetAB be the given
straight line. Describe the 
square ABDC on AB. Bisect AC at 
the point E, and connect E with B. 
Extend CA to F, making EF equal 
to EB. Describe the square AFGH 
on AF, and extend GH to K. Then 
AB has been cut at H so as to make 
the rectangle contained by AB, BH
equal to the Square on AH. A
Proof: Since the straight line AC has been bisected at E,
and AF is added to it, the rectangle contained by CF, FA 
together with the square on AE is equal to the square on EF.̂

5The justification of this follows from Book II, prop
osition 6, of Euclid's Elements:

"If a straight line be bisected and a straight line be 
added to it in a straight line, the rectangle contained by 
the whole with the added straight line and the added straight 
line together with the square on the half is equal to the 
square on the straight line made up of the half and the added 
straight line.”

An algebraic verification follows. Let AB be the given 
straight line bisected at C. Let BD be added in a straight 
line. Then. (AB+BD)(BD)+(AB/2)2 = (AB)(BD)+(BD)2+(AB/2)^
= (AB/2+BD) , as required.



Smt EF is equal to EBj therefore the reotangle GFj, FA togeth
er with the square ©mAE is equal to the Square oaEBo But 
the squares on ABS AE are equal t© the square on EB9 for the 
angle at A is right; therefore the reetangle CSFs FA together 
with the square on AS is equal to the squares on BAS AEa 
Let the square ©n”AE be suhtraeted from eaoh; then the reet= 
angle OF, FA whieh remains is equal to the square on AB.
Now. the- reetangle CF9 FA is FE, for AF is. equal to- FG-S and 
the square @n AB is AD; therefore FK is equal to AD» Let AK. 
he suhtraoted from eaeh; then FH whieh remains is equal to 
HD0 -low HD is the reetangle- AB, BH for AS. is equal to BD8 
and FH is the square on AH; therefore the reetangle-eontained 
hy ABP BH is equal# -the square on HAC Therefore the given
' straight - lime has heen e-ut at H- so as to make the reetangle
eontained tey AB, BH equal to the square on AH*

2g6 Maseheroni oonstrue11©n^ with- oomnaas alone*
Given: Segment AB on a straight line*
Required: To divide AB into the Golden Seotioh fey means of
a ©ompass alone*
Construction: Draw are BB‘ with radius AB and ©enter at A,
and are AA* with radius AB and ©enter at B* Let S he the 
intersestion'©f these ares* Draw-ares .of radius-B'G-with 
©enters at B* and A and interseeting at K» Draw an- are of

—Von Ro Guntseh@>- |!llBer-t-rag-e aur Geometrograpbie,H 
Arehlv d@r Mathe-matie und Bhvsi©« (6 Band), p* 143*• •
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radius AA* with center at K, intersecting AB produced in X 
and X*. Then X is the required point of division. Moreover 
X* divides the segment AB externally in the Golden Section.

K

Proof: Let W be the midpoint of AB*. Then, since K is equi
distant from A and B*, WK is perpendicular to AB*. Now 
B*K- = B*G = B*B cos(BB*G) = 2AB cos^O0 = /5AB. Also, WK 
= \/b'K2-B'W2 = \/(\/5AB)2-B'W2 = \/3AB2-(AB/2)2 =\lllAB2/4 
= AbVH/2. Hence WX = \/kX2-WK2 = VaA'2-WK2 = V(SAB)2-llAB2/4 
= V5AB/2 = WX'. Therefore AX = WX-WA = (V5-l)AB/2 as desired. 
Also AX* = WX*+WA = (V5+l)AB/2 for the external dividing point.

2.7 Construction with straightedge and compass of fixed
opening.^

^Arthur Mitzscherling, Das Problem der Krelstellung. 
(Leipzig und Berlin: Druck und Verlag von B.G. Teubner, 1913i 
p. 20.
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Given: Segment AB.
Required: To divide AB into the Golden Section by means of
a straightedge and compass of fixed opening only. 
Construction:

Fix the compass with an opening equal to AB. Draw AC perpen
dicular to AB, making AC equal to AB. This perpendicular can 
be drawn by first bisecting AB at D; then with D as a center 
draw an arc cutting BA produced in K. The intersection of 
equal arcs drawn from D and K as centers, when joined to A, 
gives the required perpendicular to AB at A. Connect C with 
D. Lay off DS equal to AB upon DC. Draw the perpendicular 
bisector RE of DS, where R is the bisector of DS and E is 
the intersection of the perpendicular bisector with BA when 
BA is produced. Then E divides AB externally in the Golden 
Section. To find the internal dividing point draw an arc 
with center at E cutting AC in F. With F as a center draw an 
arc cutting AB in G. Then G divides AB into Golden Section.
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Proof: Since DR equals DB, the right triangles DAG and DRE
are congruent, whence DC equals DE* Now AB2 = DC2-DA2 
= DE2-DA2 = (DE+DB)(DE-DB) = (EB)(EA), which may be written: 
EB/AB = AB/EA. Then since EA equals AG-, EB/AB = AB/AG-. If 
unity is subtracted from both members the resulting equation 
is (EB-AB)/AB = (AB-AG)/AG-« Making the substitutions EB-AB 
= EA = AG, and AB-AG = G-B; AG/AB = GB/AG, as required.

2.8 Construction with a fixed circle and movable right 
angle.®
Given: Segment AB.
Required: To divide AB into the Golden Section by means of
a fixed circle and movable right angle.
Construction:

0

Draw the circle of radius AB with center at A. Produce BA 
to give the diameter CB. Draw the perpendicular diameter DE.

^August Adler, Theorle der Geometrichen Konstructlonen. 
(Leipzig: G.J. Goschensche Verlagshandlung, 1906).
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Determine the point F such that OF is perpendicular to CB and 
EF is perpendicular to DE. Then place the right angle such 
that its legs pass through D and F and its vertex, G, lies on 
AB. Then G divides AB into the Golden Section.
Proof: Let AB = 1, and angle ADG = 9. Then, since AD = AB
= 1; AG = tan9, and CG = CA+AG = l+tan9. Alsq angle AGF = 9. 
Hence CF = CGtan9 = tan9+tan2@. But OF = 1; therefore 
tan29+tan9 = 1. Hence tan9 satisfies the Golden Section Equa
tion, X^+X =1, and therefore tan9 = AG is the Golden Section 
of AB.

2.9 Steinerian construction— with straightedge and 
fixed circle.̂  Constructions employing a straightedge and 
fixed circle only^0 depend on the following two lemmas which 
are special cases of Ceva's Theorem^. (1) To draw a line

^Mitzscherling, op. cit.. p. 22.
^Constructions of this type are called"Steinerian" 

constructions after Jacob Steiner. In his famous memoire. 
Geometric Construction by Means of a Straight Edge and Fixed 
Circle. [1883), Steiner proved the result, already stated as 
a conjecture, that all constructions possible using a 
straightedge and compass, can be accomplished by means of 
the straightedge alone, as soon as any fixed auxiliary circle 
is given in the plane. This last condition is necessary, 
and, in addition, the center of the circle must be known. 
(Mitzscherllng, pp. cit.. p. 21.)

ll»*Three concurrent lines, each passing through a vertex 
of a triangle, divide the opposite sides so that the product 
of their three ratios is always equal to unity." If, for 
example, AX, BY, CZ, are the three lines, which are concur
rent in D, then (AZ/BZ)(BX/CX)(CY/AY) = 1. A proof of this 
follows from a diagram. If PAQ, is drawn through A and par-
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through a given external point X parallel to an arbitrary 
segment AB whose midpoint Z is known: Draw BX and AX and
connect any point C on BX with Z and A. If D is the inter
section of CZ with AX, then one need only to draw a line 
through B and D and connect its intersection,Y,on AC with X.

XY is the required parallel.
(2) To bisect a segment AB to which a 
parallel has been drawn: Connect any
point C with A and B. The lines CA and 
CB cut the parallels to AB in the points 
X and Y. Draw AX and BY intersecting in 
D. Then CD produced bisects the segment

4 z & AB in Z. Using these two lemmas, a conr-
struction for the Golden Section follows.
Given: Segment AB and a circle of radius AB with center B.
Required: To divide AB into the Golden Section by the use
of a straightedge and the given fixed circle only. 
Construction: Produce AB to give the diameter AC. Draw a

similar triangles, BX/CX = QA/PA,
PA/BC. Multiplying the three equa

tions together completes the proof. 
Thus, (BX/CX)(CY/AY)(AZ/BZ)
= (QA/PA)(BC/QA)(PA/BC) = 1. Now if 
Z is the midpoint of AB, then the 
product reduces to (BX/CX)(CY/AY)
= 1, which may be written in the 
form BX/CX = AY/CY, and it follows 
by proportions that XY is parallel 
to AB. The lemmas follow from this.

allel to BC, then, by 
CY/AY = BC/QA, AZ/fiZ =

P A <3

C8 X
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chord DE parallel to AC. Bisect DE in F. Draw BF cutting 
the circle in G-. Then BG- is perpendicular to AC. Construct 
parallels to AC and BG at G and A respectively, after pro
ducing BG into a diameter, and let their intersection be H.

Bisect AH in J and join JB, cutting the circle in K and K* 
when produced. Note that AJ = AB/2. Draw a line through A 
parallel to JB and with the aid of this line bisect KB in L. 
Then JL is the Golden Section of AB; for by the first r.t 
straightedge and compass construction it was shown that in a 
right triangle which has one leg equal to half the other leg, 
if the shorter leg be subtracted from the hypotenuse, the re
mainder is the Golden Section of the longer leg.

It remains to lay off JL on AB. Draw the chord AK*. 
Complete the parallelogram AJLM on AJL, which is easily done 
since a line through A parallel to JL has already been drawn. 
Then AM = JL. Draw a line through M parallel to AB cutting



AK” in No Then .AM ® MN aimee- the trlamglea AMW and A-BK8 are 
slmi-lar and ABE6 is- isoaoeles having AB s Bl® o Complete the 
parallelegFam' AHW- hy drawiKig a line through N parallel: t®
AH ©r KK° o Them- AF a MM s AE- ss JL as deslredp and- P - divides 
AB int o the G-Slden 'Beationo

2o10 Additional c one true 11 ©ms for the Golden Se®t-i®na 
Any ©onstrmetion given for a regular-pentagon leads t© the
6®Idem Section; either in-the ©©nstru©t.i©n itsel-f g ©r it earn
he quickly obtained from the pentagon^ ainee8 as- -has been 
shewn» the side of a regular iBseriMd deeagon (obtained 
very simply fr®m the pentagon) is the Golden Beotiom ©f the 
radius- of its @iremmseribed -el.rale■„ Two smeh constructions 
whieh-;have■ not beem- ©onsidered here are-suggested by Drc 
Robert Go Yates of Louisiana State University - in; Tools-- 
A Mathematical Sk-eteh and Model- Book.. (mimeographed^ lf4l) 9 
p® S8. . .

Euelid gives two other propositions in addition to the 
one already considered, which amount to @®mstruetions- for the 
Golden Section® Both of these, are independent of the others 
and the • proofs, are■ entirely different0 - Proposition 3© ®f 
Book VI, Euclidrs Elements, discusses the division of a given 
line segment in 63extreme- and mean ratio'% whieh term is de
fined by the third definition of the -same book* The proce
dure depends upon - the- problem'-©f- areas in Book VI> Proposi
tion 29o Proposition 10 of Book VII deals with the problem
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©f eonstrmetlng an ls©s®eles trlarigle Myliag eaek of the 
angles at - the base double the remaining angle«, The "base of 
this triangle Is,: then, the- side of a regular deeagon and 
Its length is the ©olden 8eetio# of either of the ether sides,^ 
whieh are radii ©f the eireumserihed eirale0

Two ether- Steimerian ©onstrmetions are given hy von™ 
Staudts (Crelles Journal, BE, 24, S„ 51), and Sehroter,
(Erelles Journal, BE, 75» S» t4)012

12litss©herllng:, op, eito, p, 240



CHAPTER III

ALGEBRA OF THE GOLDEN SECTION

3*1 Continued fraction solution of the Golden Section 
Equation.1 It has been previously shown that the equation 
arising from the Golden Section is

X2+X = 1,
where X is the ratio of the shorter segment to the longer 
segment. This equation may be written

X = 1/(1+X),
and, if Xq is a first approximation to X, say between 1/2 
and 1, it will be shown that X^ in the equation

XX = l/d+Xg),
is a better approximation than Xq . Let X-̂ be subtracted 
from X, and there results from the two preceding equations;

x-Xi = (Xo-xVU+xHi+Xq), 
or, by the use of these equations,

X-Xi = (XQ-X)XXi.
From this it is seen that if Xq < X, then X^> X. Now since 
both X and X% are less than unity, their product is also, 
and the last equation may be written as the inequality;

X —X-̂  X q —X,

*H.E. Tlmmerding, Per Goldene Schnltt. (Leipzig und 
Berlin: Verlag und Druck von B.G. Teubner, 1937), p. 15ff•
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from which it is seen that the deviation, X-X̂ , of the approx
imation X% from the true value of X is certainly smaller than 
the deviation of the approximation Xq. Furthermore, the 
values X q  and X^ always lie on opposite sides of the true 
value of X. It is now clear if, from an approximation Xq, a 
better approximation, X^, can be found, X^ can, in turn, be 
used to find an even better approximation Xg by the equation;

Xg = 1/(1+Xi).
The preceding discussion for Xq , X^, holds also for X^, Xg, 
which have the same relationship as Xq , X^. Proceeding in 
the same manner the following equations can be obtained:

X3 = 1/(1+Xg), X4 = 1/(1+X3), etc., 
each of which gives a better approximation to X.

Itlis desired to find for the first approximation, X q , 

an ordinary proper fraction including unity. To this end let
Xq = Nq/Nl

in which Nq , N]_, are positive integers and Nq = Then
Xi = 1/(1>Xq ) = n1/(n1+n0).

If X^ is set equal to N^/Ng, then by the use of the preceding 
equation;

Ng = Nq +N^.
Continuing, llkewi se;

Xg = N2/N5,
in which

N3 = ^1+^2•
Continuing in a similar manner, the sequence of approximations
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to X is obtained as;
X0 = No/Nl» X1 = Nl/N2» x3 = n2/n3* etc,,

where
Ng ~ Nq +N-l, Ntj s N^+Ng, etc, •

In the sequence of whole numbers; N^, Ng, N-̂ , etc#,
each one beginning with the third is the sum of the two pre
ceding ones. Thus a very simple law for the formation of the 
fraction approaching the ratio, X, of the Golden Section has 
been deduced. The only restriction on the first two numbers 
in the sequence is that Nq  = N^, It will now be shown that 
the simplest form of the approximation, namely N q  = s 1, 
occurs as the best form also. Let Nq = = 1. The rest of
the sequence is immediately determined, thus: Ng =2, N^ = 3$ 
N4= 59 etc,, For the sequence of fractions approximating X 
there results then: 1/1, 1/2, 2/3, 3/5, 5/8, 8/13, etc,,
To show that this is the best approximation it must be shown 
that, for example, with the given denominators Ng, N^, the 
difference of the approximations X^, Xg, is as small as pos
sible, Multiplying together the two equations

^-Nq 3 Nj, N3-N1 = Ng,
there results;

N2(k2-N0) =
or

N22-N0N2 = N-jNj-Nj2,
or

N0N2-N12 = -(N1N3-N22) = N.
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Therefore,
x0-x1 = (n0n2-n12) /n1n2 = N/N1N2,

also,
X̂ -Xg = (Nĵ N-j-Ng2) / ^ ^  = -N/N2N3, 

etc,. Since and Xg are different, the smallest possible 
value of the numerator, N, is unity, which value is given by 
the sequence of fractions when Nq = = 1. Hence the sim
plest form of the approximations turns out to be the best 
form also.

If, then, the first approximation is 1/1, the second is
thus;

. .
1 + 1 1

The third approximation is
1 ,1 + 1 

1 + 1  1
and the sequence may be continued in this manner to obtain 
closer and closer approximations to X, each being the sim
plest form of a continued fraction.

It may now be accurately concluded that the exact value 
of X results from the unlimited continuation of this process. 
Thus X may be represented by an infinite continued fraction 
which may be written:

X = 1 - 1 I i 11 + 1 + X + X + 1 + * • •.
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3.2 Continued radical solution of the Golden Section 
Equation. If, as before, the length of the given segment be 
taken as unity, and the larger portion be designated by X,
then, by definition of the Golden Section,

l/X = X/(l-X),
which may be written:

X2 = 1-X. (5.21)
Taking the square roots of both members,

X = l/l-X.
Now if Xq is a first approximation to X, it will be shown 
that,

x^ = VT-Xq (3.22)
is a better approximation, provided that 1/2<X q <  3/4. This 
last provision is necessary, as will shortly appear. It is 
also justified for; (1) since

1/(1/2) >  (1/2)/(1-1/2), or 2 >  1,
1/2 is clearly too small an approximation of X, and: (2) 
since

l/(3/4) <  (3/4)/( 1-3/4), or 4/3<3,
3/4 is clearly too large.

Squaring both members of (3.22) and subtracting from 
(3.21) gives*

X2-X12 = I-X-1+Xq 3 Xq -X,
or

(x-x1)(x+x1) = Xg-X.
It has already been shown that X >  1/2, and it follows that,
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since Xq <  3/4;
x1>  \J 1-3/4 = 1/ 2 .

Hence X + X ^ 1, and the last equation becomes the inequality:

from which it is seen that the deviation X-X^ of the approx
imation X]_ from the true value of X is smaller than the dev
iation of the approximation Xq ; that is, X^ is a better 
approximation to X than X q . Moreover the values X q  and X^ 
are always on opposite sides of the actual value of X.

The foregoing reasoning would lead one to believe that, 
since from a first approximation, Xq , a better approximation, 
X-l has been found, X^, could be used, in turn, to find an 
even better approximation.

and indeed this is the case, since all that has been said
for Xi, X q , above, holds for Xg, X1#

Each approximation depends then, on the preceding one, 
and one obtains for, say the sixth approximation of X;

By continuing this process a continued radical is obtained 
which will give as close an approximation to X as desired, 
the only requirement being that 1/2 <  Xq <  3/4. In fact 
it may be concluded that the exact value of X will result 
from the unlimited continuation of the process; that is.

X-Xi c  Xq-X,
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3.3 Second continued radical solution of the Golden 
Section E quation.^ A second solution of the Golden Section 
Equation involving a continued radical may be found as fol
lows. Write the Golden Section Equation;

X2+X = 1.
Taking the positive square roots of both members gives

l/x2+X = 1,
which may be written

xVi+i/x = i.
Dividing both members by Vl+l/X, gives

X = 1/Vl+l/X.
Now, replacing X in the right hand member by its value from 
the right hand member, the result is

x = i/Vi+Vi+i/x.
Repeating this substitution for X results in

x = i/Vi+Vi+Vl+i/x.
Continuing this process gives as the value of X the recipro
cal of an infinite continued radical; thus,

x = i / \ l \+h+ii+ \ l i+ •••.
3.4 Series solution of the Golden Section Equation. To 

obtain a series representation of X in the Golden Section 
Equation, X2+X = 1, one may first express X in terms of one 
of the trigonometric functions, then expand the function by

2H. V. Baraville, "The Geometry of the Pentagon and the 
Golden Section." The Mathematical Teacher. XLI, (Jan. 1948), 25.
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S

a Maclaurin'a series. To this end, consider a decagon in
scribed in a unit circle with center 0. Drop a perpendicn

ular from any vertex, say A, to 
the radius from an adjacent ver
tex, B. Let the foot of this 
perpendicular be C, and denote 
the distance OC by Y. Then CB 
= 1-Y. Also, it was noted in 
section 2,4 that the side of a 
regular inscribed decagon is 
equal to the Golden Section of

the radius of the circumscribed circle; therefore, AB, being
such a side, is equal to (\Z5-l)/2. In the right triangle 
AGO, AC^ = 1-Y^, and in the right triangle ACS, AC^
= (V5-l)2/4 - (1-Y)2. Equating the two values of AG2, there 
results

l-Y2 = (V5-D2/4 - (1-Y)2,
or

from which
1-Y2 = (6-21/5 )/4 - 1+2Y-Y2,

(3.41)

2Y = 2+(2V3-6)/4 = (V5+l)/2.
But Y = cos(pi/5)» hence.

2cos( pi/5) = (/5+U/2.
Subtracting unity from both members there results

2cos(pi/5) ^ 1 = (V5-D/2 = X, 
the Golden Ratio. Note also, that if the reciprocals of both
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members of (3.41) are taken, the result Is
seo(pl/5)/2 = 2/(t/5+l) = (V5-D/2 = X.

Thus the value of X Is given in terms of the trigonometric 
functions; i.e.,

X = 2cos(pi/5) - 1, or X = sec(pi/5)/2. (3.42)
Using the first of the relations (3.42) a series solu

tion is easily derived. Maclaurin’s series for cos© is
cosO = l-92/2:+9V4!-®6/6!+-••+(-l)n"192n-2/(2n-2):+-••,

which on substituting 0 = pi/5 becomes
cos(pi/5) = 1-(p i/5)2/2!+(pi/5)4A 1-(P1/5)6/61 +

***+( —l)n",*^(pl/5)2^"2/(2n—2) !+•••.
Finally,

X = 2oos(pl/5) - I s  l-(pl/5)2+2(pi/5)4/4!-2(pi/5)6/6:+
...+(-l)n-l2(pi/5)2n-2/(2n_2)!+...

is obtained as the desired series.

3.5 Second series solution of the Golden Section Equa
tion. The following series solution of the Golden Section 
Equation results from a general method given by Merriman^ 
for solving equations by series:
X = 1 - 1/2 + 1/8 - 1/128 + 1/1024 - 5/32768 + 7/262144 - 

• • • +(—l) (—3) (-5) • • • (7-2n)/(2) (4) (6) • • •( 2n—4) • 2^n“* +̂#* •, 
where n is tho number of the term. Using the first eight 
terms of this series for an approximation to X and the ninth

^Mansfield Merrlman, and Robert S. Woodward, Higher 
Mathematics. (New York: J. Wiley and Sons, 1896), p. 28 f.
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term to determine the error, since the series is alternating; 
there results,

X s 0. 6l80332jkO • 00000098.
That the series converges is easily seen,since;

Lim (—1) (•3) (•*5) • • • (7~2n)/( 2) (4) (6) • • • (2n—4 ) =  0. n*oo
The value of X was calculated to thirty two places by 

Dr. William Churchill^ in 1934. At that time it was the fur
thest calculation of X of which there was any record.5 The 
probable method used was to compute the necessary number of 
decimal places from the irrational numberV5. Churchill's 
approximation to X is given here:

X = (/5-l)/2 = 0.61803398874989484820458683435721"*.
The writer has verified this to twenty two places.

3.6 Fibonacci sequence. In the discussion of a contin
ued fraction solution of the Golden Section Equation it was 
seen that the simplest sequence of approximations to the 
value of X in the equation X2+X = 1, namely; 1/1, 1/2, 2/3, 
3/5, 5/8, 8/13, etc., also gave the best approximations.
These fractions are successive convergents to the continued 
fraction;

1 + 1  + 1  + 1 + 1 + " " .

^William Churchill, "The Scale of Design," The Art 
Digest, VIII, (Aug., 1934), 31.

^Churchill, Loc. cit.
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Not© that the sequence of numerators of the approximations 
is the same as the sequence of the denominators; namely, 1,
1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, .••, and thus to get an approximation to 
X all one need do is to divide any term in this sequence by 
the preceding one, and the further one goes in the sequence 
the better the approximation. This well known sequence is 
called the Fibonacci sequence, or Fibonacci numbers, after 
the Italian, Leonardo Fibonacci (1202).^

The law of formation of terms of the sequence is at 
once apparent: any term after the first two is the sum of the 
two preceding ones. This, however, is not convenient if one 
wishes to know some term not near the beginning of the se
quence. Daniel Bernoulli gave in 1728 the general term of
the sequence' as follows

where Un is the Nth term of the sequence. A proof of this 
will not be attempted here, but it can be easily verified for 
small values of n. It is of more interest, however, to note 
that the limit of the ratio of the nth to the (n+3)st terms as 
n increases without limit is the Golden Ratio. To this end

^David Eugene Smith, History of Mathematics. (Boston: 
Ginn and Company, 1923), Vol. I, p. 217.

^R.C. Archibald, "Notes on the Logarathmic Spiral, 
Fibonacci Series, and Golden Section," Dynamic Symmetry, ed. 
Jay Hambidge, (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1920), p.153.
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Since (1-V5)/(1+V5) ia a proper fraction, Lim( 1-/5)n/( 1+1̂ 5)n = 0,n-oo
and hence Lim Un/Un+i = 2/(1+/5) = (/5-l)/2, the Golden Ratio* n»oo

The general term of the Fibonacci sequence may also be 
given by:

Un = -r \f5 ,
8

The following three relations between terms in the Fib
onacci sequence will not be proved here either, but merely 
mentioned with their author and date of publication. Let

8W.W. Rouse Ball, Primer of the History of Mathematics. 
(4th ed.; London: MacMillan and Company, 191477 p. 57.
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Un be the nth term of the Fibonacci sequence. Then:
(1) Un_1Un+1-Un2 = (-l)n (Simaon, 1753);
(2) Un+1„pUn+1+p-Un+12 = (-l)n-pUp2 (Catlan, 1879);
(3) Un+i2+Un2 = Ugp+l (Lucas, 1876).9

3.7 Integral powers of the Golden Ratio. If the Golden 
Section Equation is written in the form:

X2 = 1-X,
X , of course, depends on the approximation of X used. Mult— 
tlplying both members of this equation by X gives

X5 = x-x2,
por, upon substituting the value of from the preceding 

equation;
X5 = X-(l-X) = 2X-1 = -(1-2X).

Similarly:
X4 = X2-x3 = (1-X)-(2X-1) = 2-3X;
x5 = x^-x4 = (2X-l)-(2-3X) = -(3-5X);
X6 = X4-x5 = (2-3X)-(5X-3) = 5-8X;
X7 = X5-X6 = (5X-3M5-8X) = -(8-13X);
etc. .

These suggest the following expression for Xn:
xn = (-l)n(Un_1-UnX), 

where Un is the nth term of the Fibonacci Sequence.

^Archibald, op. cit. p. 153.



CHAPTER IV

OCCURRENCES AND APPLICATIONS OF THE 
GOLDEN SECTION IN MATHEMATICS

4.1 Propositions on the Golden Section In Euclid1s 
Elements.Book XIII.1 The first five propositions in Euclid's 
Elements. Book XIII, are on properties of the Golden Section. 
They are thought to be the work of Eudoxus2 (4th century 
B.C.). The propositions are given here, followed by their 
algebraic counterparts and an algebraic verification. The 
propositions are in the nature of lemmas, which are required 
for later propositions, but are not in themselves of much 
importance.

Let the given straight line (line segment) be terminated 
by A and B, and let G be the point which divides AB into ex
treme and mean ratio (Golden Section). Then the following 
two relations hold in all cases:

AB = AG+GB; AG2 = AB*GB;, 
and these will be used to verify the propositions. 
Proposition I, "If a straight line be cut in extreme and 
mean ratio, the square on the greater segment added to half 
of the whole is five times the square on the half."

^Thomas L. Heath, The Thirteen Books of Euclid's Ele
ments. (Cambridge: University Press, 1926), Vol. Ill, p. 44lf.

2Ibld., p. 441.
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(AG+AB/2)2 * 5(AB/2)2.
Proof: (AG+AB/2)2 = AG2+AG»AB+AB2/4 = AB-GB+AG-AB+AB2/4
= AB(AG+GB)+AB2/4 S AB2+AB2/4 = 5AB2/4 = 5(AB/2)2. 
Proposition II "if a square on a straight line be five 
times the square on a segment of it, then, when the double 
of the said segment is cut in extreme and mean ratio, the 
greater segment is the remaining part of the original 
straight line,"

This amounts to the converse of Proposition I and the 
proof is similar.
Proposition III. "If a straight line be cut in extreme and 
mean ratio, the square on the lesser segment added to half 
of the greater segment is five times the square on the half 
of the greater segment."

(GB+AG/2)2 = 5(AG/2)2.
Proof: (GB+AG/2)2 = GB2+GB*AG+AG2/4 = GB(GB+AG)+AG2/4.
= GB*AB+AG2/4 = AG2 +AG2/4 = 5AG2/4 = 5(AG/2)2.
Proposition IV. "If a straight line be cut in extreme and 
mean ratio, the square on the whole and the square on the 
lesser segment together are triple of the square on the 
greater segment,"

AB2+GB2 = 3 AG2.
Proof: AB2+GB2 = (AG+GB)2+GB2 = AG2 +2AG•GB+GB2 +GB2
= AG2 +2GB(AG+GB) = AG2+2GB*AB = AG2+2AG2 = 3AG2.
Proposition V. "if a straight line be cut in extreme and 
mean ratio, and there be added to it a straight line equal
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to the greater segment, the whole straight line has been 
cut In extreme and mean ratio, and the original straight 
line is the greater segment.11

(A B + A G )/A 3  =  AB/AGr.

Proof: Rewrite the equation; AG-(AB+AGr) = A B ^ . Then;
AG-(AB+AGr) =  AG-AB+AG2 =  AG-* AB+AB*G-B =  AB( AG+G-B) -  AB2 , so 
that (AB+AGr)/AB =  A B /A G .

4,2 The pentagon and star pentagram.3 To see how the 
Golden Section occurs in geometry, consider a regular penta
gon and star pentagram. The construction of either of these 
require that the circumference of a circle be divided into 
five equal parts. One construction for the pentagon has 
been shown in the constructions for the Golden Section (2.4).

D Another is the common schoolbook con
struction for inscribing a pentagon (reg
ular) in a circle which is given here 
without proof. Let AB be any diameter 
of the circle. Draw the radius CD per
pendicular to AB. Bisect CB in E. Swing 

an arc of radius ED with center at E cutting/AB in F. Then 
DF can be stepped off exactly five times on the circumfer
ence of the circle. If one knew no exact method, it would 
be a simple matter to make a close approximation by setting

^H.E. Tlmmerdlng, Per Goldene Schnitt, (Leipzig und 
Berlin: B;G. Teubner, 1937)# p. 7 ff•
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the compass at a slightly greater opening than the radius of 
the circle, stepping this off five times, dividing the rem
ainder of the circumference into five parts to give a better 
setting, and stepping this off five times. A very few 
trials should give the desired result.

Assuming that the circumference has been divided into 
five equal parts, first connect the resulting points ABODE

>4

E

in order, to obtain the regular convex pentagon, then alter
nately, to obtain the pentagram. Each side of the pentagram 
is intersected by two other of its sides. The points of in
tersection form together the vertices of a regular pentagon 
PG-HJK, whose sides coincide in order with the sides of the 
pentagram.

Consider the four points AJKC which lie on the side AC 
of the pentagram. Notice that AJ x, KC and denote both of



them "by Te Denote the dietaiaee JK "by Z0 The CGrrespondiHg 
segmeiats ©b the-remaliaiBg aides are 9 ©f e©mrse> ©f equal 
size8 and the dls©maa1©m from here- will hold equally well 
for amy ©f the eorreapondlug parts«,x x -

The trlaBgle JBK is is®#eeles9 amd iu it aBgle B is an 
inserihed angle whose intereepted are is ©ne fifth of the 
whole eireumferenee> Henee angle B is pi/5 or 36® s The 
angles at J and K> whieh are- equals are' therefore each 7S°» 
and henee douhle angle Be This is thenfan isoseeles tri
angle in whieh the "base angles' are twiee as large as the 
remaining angle. The sides BJ and BE of this triangle1 equal 
Ys and the "base JK equals ZQ Henee -Y and Z are the sides 
.and base of an isoseeles triangle whose-base-angles are 
douhle the remaining angle,

Consider now the'triangle K&B@ The angle Ep as "before9 
is 72®» The angle at A is again an inserihed angle inter» 
eepting one fifth of the eireumferenceg and is therefore- 
Angle B remaining is then 72®» The triangle EA1 is there
fore similar to triangle JBK and henee isoseeles, Sinee 
AK s Y+Zg' then AB also equals Y+Z. -L

Finally, the triangle BBA is also isoseeles, and the 
angle at D^is 36°, leaving the base angles eaeh 7S®«> The 
equal sides in this triangle are eaeh equal to tY+Z, and the 
base is equal t© Y+2,

The three triangles disemssed above are all similar,
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ant the following proportion is obtained, from their sides s
: z _ Y , _Y±Z. '

Y ” Y-s- Z tY+2
It is seem now from the first two terms of the proportion*
that the segment AK = X+% is divided into two parts Y and Z>
in smeh a manner that the smaller part is to the- larger part
as the larger part is. to the- whole® This eonstitutes, of .
eomrse^ the definition of the Golden Seotions, and the ratio
in the proportion above will be called X* as before. Also
from the proportion it follows that- the ratio of the side of
the pentagon to the side of the pentagram is also X, or the
side of a regular pentagon inscribed in a circle is the
Golden Section of the side of a pentagram inscribed in the
same•circle0

Another observation resulting from the above proportion 
is that the side of a regular decagon is the Golden Section 
of the radius of the circumscribed circle. For, if one 
draws radii to two adjacent verticess these radii form with 
the intercepted side an isosceles triangle in which the 
angle at the vertex is a central angle intercepting one 
tenth of the circumference, and is thus 36°. The ratio of 
the base to one of the sides in this isosceles triangle will, 
as before, .satisfy the proportion above which gives the Gold
en Section, This relationship between- the side of a regular 
decagon and radius of its circumscribed circle was demon? 
strated in 2,4 with the aid of algebra.
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4.3 Relationship between the sides of an Inscribed 
hexagon, pentagon, and d e c a g o n . ^ a rather pretty theorem 
thought to be the work of Eudoxus is given in Book XIII, 
Proposition 10, of Euclid's Elements. "If an equilateral 
pentagon be inscribed in a circle, the square on the side 
of the pentagon is equal to the squares on the side of the 
hexagon and on that of the decagon inscribed in the same 
circle." The theorem is restated here, and an independent 
proof given. Theorem: If a pentagon, hexagon, and deca
gon aro inscribed in the same or equal circles, their re
spective sides form a right triangle in which the side of 
the pentagon is the hypotenuse.
Proof: Returning to the last figure, note that the radius
r' of the circle circumscribed about the pentagon PG-HJK 
bears the same ratio to the radius r of the original cir
cle, as the side of the pentagon FG-HJK bears to the side 
of the pentagon ABODE; that is,

L' = JK =r AB Y+Z
Again, as before,

| = X( and ^  = X; 
and multiplying these equations together.

^Timmerding, 0£. clt.. p. 7 ff.
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Hence
s' = x2. (4.31)

If AF is now drawn, and the center of the circle, M 
(which lies on AF), connected with J,'then triangle AFC is 
similar to triangle AJM, since they have the common angle at 
A, and angle ACF equals angle AJM equals 36°• From this it 
follows that

AF/AC = AJ/AM,
or, when the various distances are replaced by their values, 
and the substitution AF = AM+FM = r+r', is made;

r+r1 _ Y
2Y+Z “ r*

From this is obtained r(r+r*) = Y(2Y+Z), or, if r1 is re
placed by its value from (4.31); r2(l+X^) = Y(2Y+Z). For t
the right hand member of the equation,one has at once from
the proportion Y/(Y+Z) = (Y+Z)/(2Y+Z), that Y(2Y+Z) = (Y+Z)2,
so that finally,

r2+r2X? = • (4.32)
Here r is the radius of the circle circumscribed about the 
pentagon and hence the side of a regular hexagon inscribed 
in this circle. Also, it was previously shown that the side 
of a regular inscribed decagon is the Golden Section of 
the radius of the circle; therefore rX is such a side.
Lastly, Y+Z is a side of the inscribed pentagon. Hence, by 
the Pythagorean theorem,there results from (4.32) a right
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triangle In which the hypotenuse Is the side of the pentagon, 
and the two legs are sides of the hexagon and decagon re
spectively.

4,4 Construction for the sides of regular Inscribed 
polygons.̂  The following simple construction relates the 
sides of several of the regular inscribed polygons. Divide 
the segment AB into the Golden Section at C, AC being the 
larger part. Draw perpendiculars BD, CF, each of length AC 
at B and C, and divide these into the Golden Section at E 
and G respectively, BE and CG being the larger portions.

F 0

Vo

BC

Connect A with F, G, and E, Let AC be taken as a radius or 
unity. Then AC represents the side of a hexagon; AF, the 
side of a square; AG, the side of a regular pentagon; EB, or 
CG,or CB, the side of a regular decagon; and AE, the side of 
an equilateral triangle; all inscribed in a circle whose

5Emma C. Ackermann, "The Golden Section”, American 
Mathematical Monthly. II (Sept.-Oct., 1895), 263.
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radius is AC,
Proof: AC being the radius is, of course, the side of the
inscribed hexagon. Since CF equals AC, and the angle at C 
is right, AF is the side of an inscribed square. Now CG- = CB 
at BE is the Golden Section of AC and therefore the side of 
an inscribed decagon from previous considerations, since AC 
is the radius of the circumscribed circle. Also, in the 
right triangle ACG, since AC is the aide of an inscribed 
hexagon, and CG the side of an inscribed decagon, it follows 
from flection 4.3 that AG, being the hypotenuse, is the side 
of the inscribed pentagon. From simple considerations it is 
seen that the side of an equilateral triangle inscribed in 
a circle of unit radius is Consider AE which is claimed
to be such a side. AE^ = AB^+BE^ = (AC +CB)̂  +BE^. But AC 
= 1, and CB = BE = (/5-l)/2. Hence

and AE =V5, as required.

4,5 Circle inscribed in an isosceles triangle which in

inscribed in a square, and a circle be inscribed in this 
triangle, the points of tangency divide the equal sides of 
the triangle so that their longer portions are the Golden

4  + 4 ~ 3 >

turn Is Inscribed In a square.° If an Isosceles triangle be'

°H.V. Baravllle, "The Geometry of the Pentagon and the 
Golden Section,” The Mathematical Teacher, XLI, (Jan., 1948}, 25.
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Sections of a side of the square.
Proof: Consider the diagram. It is necessary to show that
AE is the Golden Section of AD which is equal to a side of

A

FO

the square. Now AB/AE = AE/AD, since the tangent to a 
circle from an external point is the mean proportional be
tween the entire segment and the external segment of a se
cant from the same point. Denoting this ratio by X, there 
results AE = ADX, and AB = AEX = ADX2. Now triangles ADF 
and AEG are similar, since both are right and they have the 
angle at A in common. In the large triangle, ADF, the ratio 
of AD to DF is 2; therefore the ratio of the corresponding 
sides in the smaller triangle is also 2; hence AE is twice 
the radius of the circle, or AE = BD. Now in the equation 
AB+BD =s AD, which is apparent from the diagram, if ADX^ is 
substituted for AB, and ADX is substituted for BD = AE, 
there results:

ADX2+ADX = AD, or X2+X = 1.
Solving; X = (f5-l)/2, and therefore AE is the Golden Sec--
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tion of AD which is equal to a side of the square.

4.6 Icosahedron inscribed in a dodecahedron. The 
following theorem shows an interesting occurrence of the 
Golden Section* An icosahedron can be inscribed in an oct
ahedron so that each vertex of the icosahedron divides each 
edge of the octahedron into the Golden Section.'
Proof: From the theory of polyhedral the radius (P^4) of
the inscribed sphere of an octahedron (3 )̂ given in terms 
of the edge of the 3^ is P^4 = 6^4 ./E/6 , where e^4 is the 
edge of the octahedron, and the radius(P^) of the inscribed 
sphere of an icosahedron (3 )̂ in terms of its edge (ej5 ) is 
F35 = 635.\/3(3+)/5)/l2. In the case of an icosahedron in
scribed in an octahedron, their inscribed spheres coincide, 
and P^4 = ^35•

Let the edge of the 35 be taken as unity. Then,

Consider now a face of the 3^ which has a face of the 35 in
scribed in it. The edge of the 3^ is divided into the two 
parts, a,and b, (see figure) by a vertex of the 3^. Then 
e^4 s /2(3+/5)/4 = a+b. Applying the law of cosines to the

7"W; W. Rouse Ball, Mathematical Recreations and Essays. 
(London: Macmillan and Company, 1942), P. 131.

^Max Bruckner, Vlelecke und Vielflache, (Leipzig: B.G. 
Teubner, 1900), p. 124 ff.
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triangle whose sides are 1, a, b, with the angle opposite 
the unit side 60°, there results;

1 =: a2+b2-2ab*cos60O.
But cos60° = 1/2, and b = 2(3+/3)/4~a, 
hence;

1 = a2+(l4+6V5)/8-/2(3+l/B)a/2 
+a2-V2(3+/5)a/4+a2,

or.
3a2-3/2(3+/5)a/4+{7+3^5 )/4-l = o. 

Solving by the quadratic formula;

CL

= ^  }/Z(3+l&) £ it 1/63 7# /  ̂ 8 -84-3LVS

~ \Jl (ZTI/s)/8 ±  ) / 3 - t / s / t  

- |/Z  (3  + VS)/6 ±  l/zfl/s1 -t)/e.

Chosing the positive sign to give the larger segment of the 
edge of the 3^there results:

\H (zt\ls)/e> tVz(\l5-i)/8CL

e 3+ j/a (s+l/sj/j-

-  io**?-)
_  v ? - /

which is the ratio of the Golden Section, as desired.
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4.7 Rhombic trlacontahedron. If a plane is placed 
along each edge of a regular dodecahedron perpendicular to 
the plane of symmetry in which the edge lies, a rhombic trl- 
contahedron results. It will be shown that the ratio of the 
short to the long diagonal of one of the rhombic faces thus 
obtained is the Golden Ratio.

From the theory of polyhedra,^ the radius of the in
scribed sphere (P) of a dodecahedron (5^) is given by

and the radius of the reciprocating sphere (R) (passing 
through the midpoints of the edges) of the55^ by

one of the rhombic faces by L. The short diagonal, which
where e is the edge of the 5^. Denote the long diagonal of

B coincides with an edge of the 5^
is e. Let e be taken as unity. Con 
aider a cross-section of the solid

o

which gives an end view of the short 
diagonal (see figure). Here OA is a 
radius of the reciprocating sphere, 
00 a radius of the inscribed sphere,

9ibia
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and AC the semi-altitude of one of the pentagonal faces of 
the 5^. AB, then, is one half of the long diagonal of a 
face of the rhombic tfrlacontahedron, or L/2. Since the plane 
of symmetry passes through 0, AB is perpendicular to OA, and 
angle OAB is right. Also, AC is perpendicular to OB. Hence 
AC divides triangle;OAB into the two triangles ABC and OAC 
similar to each other and to OAB. Then, by similar triangles:

A8 _ A C  _ L  l/V- P x
AO OC OC } 2.R p ’

from which

Now R2 = (7+3V5)/8, and P2 = (25+llV5)/40; 
also

8 _ _

2.
hence

L =  ]//o-Z\/f ■ \/(7i-3Vs)/B-(lSHiV?)/to  

- J(/o-l\fs)(/o+4 \K) _ J_ ̂ l b O + 2-°Vs
/O

a

Then the ratio of the short diagonal to the long diagonal is
e _ 1 - Vs1-/ _ y
r  - ( t / s w z  “ a. ~ *

as desired.
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4*8 "Whirling Square" rectangle.10 Consider a rect
angle whose sides are In the ratio of one of the convergents 
to the value of the Golden Ratio, X, given by the infinite 
continued fraction

% = 1 I I 11 + 1  + 1 + 1 + * * * ,
say, for example, 21/34. If this rectangle is divided into
a square and another rectangle, the sides of the rectangle
thus formed are in the ratio 13/21. Note that 13/21 is the
convergent just preceding 21/34 in the continued fraction
approximation to X. This new rectangle may again be divided

into a square and a rectangle, and the sides of the rect
angle thus formed are in the ratio 8/13; the preceding con
vergent of the continued fraction. This may be continued 
until the 1/1 rectangle is reached, and a sequence of rect
angles has been formed terminating in a square. If one now 
adds to the original rectangle a square on the longer side, 
a new rectangle is formed whose sides are in the ratio34/55, 
the convergent succeeding 21/34. The next convergent may be

^Jay Hambidge, The Elements of Dynamic Symmetry. (New 
York: Yale University Press, 1926).
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obtained by adding a square on the longer side of the 34/55 
rectangle, and so on ad Infinitum, The sequence of rect
angles thus formed does not terminate, but continues indef
initely , the ratio of the sides in each case being a closer 
approximation to the value of X than the preceding one,

A rectangle whose sides are in the ratio of the exact 
value of X will now be defined as a Golden Rectangle. In 
order to examine the properties of a Golden Rectangle,let 
the base of the rectangle be taken as unity, for simplicity. 
The altitude of the triangle is then X = (^5-l)/2, so that 
the ratio of the sides is (/5-l)/2. Then if the Golden 
Rectangle is divided into a square and another rectangle, 
the shorter side of the rectangle thus formed is -

I -  /? = / =  3-V s- t 
2 2

and the ratio of the sides is:
3-t/r -L yg-/ - - V
2. ' a  ~ 2

Likewise, starting with the original rectangle, if a square 
be added on the longer side, a new rectangle is formed whose 
sides are 1 and l+(/5wl)/2 = (/5+l)/2, and the ratio of 
these sides is;

I _L \fs+l -  \Js~l —  v
1 ‘ ~ 2 “ - —  *•

Hence it is seen that a Golden Rectangle may be divided into 
a square and another Golden Rectangle which, in turn, may be 
divided into a square and another Golden Rectangle, and so on.
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It is from this property that the Golden Rectangle is called 
the rectangle of the "whirling squares", for, if a pattern is

followed in dividing the rectangles, as in the figure, the 
sequence of squares forms a spiral arrangement continuing 
Indefinitely both inward and outward. It will later be shown 
that this rectangle of the "whirling squares", arid hence the 
Golden Section, is closely connected with the logarathmic 
spiral.

From the above considerations it is seen that the Gold
en Rectangle forms in a sense a complete unit. Some addi
tional interesting properties may be noted when Golden 
Rectangles are combined. If on the short side of a Golden
Rectangle, the long side of a similar rectangle is placed, 
there results a root-five rectangle; that is, a rectangle of 
unit altitude with base equal to the diagonal to two unit
squares placed side by side. If two unit squares are sub- 

/ /  tfi-2- ________(fc-0/2-
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tracted from the root-five rectangle, the rectangle remaining 
has a base of ^5-2. If this rectangle be added to the root- 
five rectangle, the result is four Golden Rectangles, since•

'Js+yfs-Z- =

1

iiIii
Ii

(V s-1 )A  l v r - O /2 -  6 P -J ) /Z  ( .^ A

4,9 The logarathmic spiral. Consider a Golden Rect
angle with three adjacent vertices. A, B, and C (AB> BC). 
Draw the diagonal AC, Drop a perpendicular from B to AC, 
and produce it to cut the side of the rectangle in D, Drop 
a perpendicular from D to AB; thus completing the rectangle 
BD, Let the intersection of this perpendicular with the 
diagonal AC be E. Now rectangle BD is similar to rectangle 
AC, since triangle ABC is similar to triangle BCD; but rect
angle AC is a Golden Rectangle, so then, also, is rectangle 
BD, and hence the remaining rectangle AD is a square. Now



dr®p a perpendiemlar from E to B0 eutting BB in F. This, 
again,• diTides■ the reetangle-' BD int© a similar reetangle8 
EC9 and a square^ BE» . If another perpendieular is dropped 
from F to DC9 another sqmare-and Golden Rectangle are formed^

Vand it is apparent that a simple-means of eonstruetion of 
the sqmares and reetangle-s - of. a uwhirling sqmare" reetangle . 
 ̂has "been foundo ' . '

Let the diagonal AC and its perpendieular intersect in
0., Them, since" the angle at B is righta OB is the mean pro-
portional between 0A and ©C| that Is,

0A/0B =s OB/OOo (4h9l)
Similarly9 the angle at G is right9 and GO is perpendicular 
to BDg so,:that

oi/oe s oe/oDo (4,92)
Also.; similarly,

OG/OB = OD/OE, (4*93)
and this may he continued indefinitely* Comhining (4.91), 
(4092)8 and (4*93), the continued proportion,

OA/OB a OB/00 a 0G/OD = OD/OE etc*, 
results, and the lengths of successive segments ©E, OB, 0C, r"
OB, 0A, form a geometric progression* The sequence ©f reet»
angles' and squares may be "built outward t© give an unlimited 
geometric progression* It will now he shown that this is a 
sufficient condition that the- points "A, B, 0, 1, Es etc., a
are all on a logarathmie spiral whose pole is at 0*
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Consider the logarithmic spiral, loger = aQ. The 
exponential form of the equation is r = ea .̂ If successive
radius vectors be spaced at a constant angle, 0 , apart; then
the lengths of successive segments from the pole to the
curve on these radius vectors are given by:

rQ = ea6,
r^ = ea®+0 = ea®e0 , 
rg = ea®+20 3. eaOe20$
r^ = eaG+&0 = ea®e^,

rn = ea9+n0 _ eaeen0.
The length of each segment is thus the length of the preced
ing one multiplied by a constant, e0 , and the successive 
segments form a geometric progression. Conversely, if the 
lengths of segments on successive, equally spaced radius 
vectors form a geometric progression, the points defining 
the extremities of these vectors lie on a logarathmic spiral* 
Therefore the points A, B, C, D, E, etc., which are the ver
tices of the rectangles in the "whirling square" rectangle, 
lie on a logarathmic spiral whose pole is 0 , the limiting 
point of the sequence of rectangles.

To find additional points on the spiral, say between 
^ B and C, first bisect angle COB.

Draw a line equal in length to CO 
plus OB. Bisect this line at S. 
Describe a semicircle of radius SB
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with center at S, and draw a perpendicular to CB at 0 cut
ting the semicircle in P. Then OP is the mean proportional 
between OC and OB. Laying the distance OP off on the bi
sector of angle COB in the "whirling square" rectangle gives 
P as the desired point on the curve. Additional points on 
the curve between B and C can be found by bisecting angles 
BOP and ?0C, and on these bisectors laying off the mean pro
portionals between BO and OP, PO and OC, respectively. Sim
ilarly, an unlimited number of points on the curve may be 
located by this ruler and compass construction.

As an additional matter of interest, let it be required 
to find the spacing of the radius vectors which will make 
any two successive segments from the pole to the curve have 
the ratio of the Golden Section. To this end set

rn+rn+l - rn+2e 
Replacing the r*s by their values, there results:

eaO+n0^.ea9-f(n+l)0 = ea9+(n+2)0,
or,

l+e0 = e20.
Solving this equation for e0 gives

80 = U i  5)/2.
From the nature of the problem the negative root must be 
discarded, and e0 = 1.6180,,. , from which 0 = 0.4805... 
radians, or about 27.5°. Notfe that the value of e0is

e* = {t+ftVe. = / / [ ( t- tG y z ] = t / x ,



ea. jjij. ti

er tMe reeipreeal of the Golden Ratio,
From the above observations, the close association be

tween the logarithmic spiral and Golden Section is seen*
It is also interesting to note that the logarithmic spiral 
was the first transcendental curve to be rectifiedo"^

1%. G» Arehibalig "Motes on the Logarithmic Spirals 
Fibonacci Series, and Golden Section," Dynamic Symmetry 
The Greek Vase« ed. Jay Hambidge, (New Haven5 Yale Gnlv* 
ersity Press, 1920), pe l§lo



CHAPTER V

the':::eolden section 11 art an© aesthetics

5bI The place of the 0-@ia.em 8eotl@m in arta The p©si= 
tlon which the dtold'en1- Seetion is to have in the field ©f art 
has long been a subJ@@t for diseussion0 Whether ©r net the 
Golden Section should be a guiding principle for the artist. 
has had supporters ©n both sides of the question. There 
have certainly beeh works of art which have adhered strictly 
to the Golden Section for their guiding pattern and been 
successful* There are many other successful works in which 
instances of the Golden Section,or close approximations to 
it, occur* On the other hand the Golden Section.has been 
 ̂deliberately omitted with successful results*

' 5of. Aesthetics of the Golden. Reetangle. • It is gener
ally admitted that the proportions of the Golden Section are 
pleasing ones*. Per example^ consider a rectangle whose 
sides are in the ratio of the- Golden Section, which, for.: 
convenience, is called a Golden Rectangle* This rectangle, 
which has some unique mathematical properties which have 
already been considered (section 4*8), has been the subject 
of interesting.experimental investigations *

The psychologist Pechmer conducted experiments to



aeerSalB, if .pessiM#-, the most pleasing reetangular shape«^
His results,-pmbliehed in Vorsehule der Asthetik (Primer of
Aesthetics)$ In 1897» were obtained hy showing t© a nmtber 

,

of experimental subjects tea reetangles having their sides 
in different ratiosB and ashing them to ehose the most 
agreeable oneo Of 3*7 separate tests$ 162, or 75*5.percent, 
ehose either the Golden Rectangle or one of the two nearest 
to it in ratio of sides. ̂ Thebe results are favorable -to the 
Golden Section, especially in view of the fact that human 
observation is not so critical but that small deviations 
would be baund to.occur. Feehner himself comments on this 
to the. effect -that his subjects-'heS'ltated considerably on a 
final choice after eliminating all but a few rectanglesl 
which were-nearly a l i k e W h e n  the experiments were -repeat
ed on the same subjects at a later date, after the impres
sion of the first trial had disappeared, quite often a dif
ferent rectangle was chosen, but this second rectangle- in 
each ease represented very nearly the ratio of the first 
choice.^ -s •

Experiments similar to those of Feehner8s were conducted

■̂ HoEo Timraerding, Per Goldeme Hchnitt„ (Leipzig und 
Berlini B.G. Teubner, 1957)» pp0 37“39.
■. ■ 2lbld..

^ibido
- 4Ibid. •



by Witmer and .reported in Phllosoohisohe Stmdien (Philo
sophical Stndies) . in 18.94, with results corroborating 
jPeehner * So Tests by ToH. Moore with nine reetangles from 
the square to the root-five rectangle (ratio of sides unity 
to the square root of five) showid a predominance of choice 
for an intermediate rectangle between the root-three and 
root*’four rectangles®^ The Golden Rectangle was, however, 
very close behind in choice,

A test by E„ Pierce ran as follows:? three vertical 
white lines each ten centimeters long, with two of them fixed 
at sixty centimeters apart, are placed before the observer. 
The intermediate white line is placed at the observer's 
discretion. Each of' the observers tested placed the movable 
line in a position which divided the sixty centimeter dis
tance into the Golden Section,

On the same subject Lipps, _another psychologist, said, 
"It has been generally conceded that the ratio of the Golden 
Section in rectangles, and otherwise, is entirely without 
aesthetic significance in itself, and that the presence of 
this numerical ratio is nowhere the basis of any pleasant 
quality®

T_____ __________________________ _______ _
5Ibid,
^C,0, Weber, The Aesthetics of- Rectangles and Theories 

of Affection,M Journal of Applied Psychology. X% (1931), 310.



503 The G-olden Re©tangle in Art-.9 if, from an aesthetic 
viewpoint 9 the G-oMen Reotangle mee-ts'with favor * does it 
follow that"it ©an he used to give favorable reemlts in art? 
GonsMer a reotangmlar picture In a frame0 Assmming that
it-is possible to negleet the content of the pietmre^ the 
que.stion arises whether it is the ratio of the dimensions of 
the piotmre itself, or the ratio of the outer edges of the 
frame which effects the ohserver. For even a comparatively 
narrow frame these ratios vary e©nsiderably9 but are seldom. • 
disagreeableThe ©ontent of the picture cannot in practice 
be overlooked, however, and it is this which ultimately de
termines, or at least influences greatly, the ©hoiee of its 
shape and also that of the- frame0 A survey of pictures in 
art collections in a number ©f European cities by Feehner 
showed that the ratios of the dimensions ©f these pictures 
deviated considerably from the G-olden Ratio o ̂

504 The Golden Section in art. If a picture has a 
clearly indicated horizon, one has the ease Of the interval 
between two parallel lines , namely the upper and lower

' edges of the picture, divided by a third parallel, the hori
zon. • From very early times it has been a rule that such a 
division should be made according to the Golden Section.^®

^Timmerdimg, -eo.. elt. 
10Ibid.
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This rale has in no wise been uniTersally aeeeptedo With
the advent of realism in the 19th eentury pictures-were made

11which deliberately deviated from this rale6 - The French
Impressionists in direct defiance of the rale.sometimes
placed the horizon el©se to. the upper edge of the picture,
and sometimes on the lower edge, to show-that the particular
eireumstanees dictated this division rather than a fixed 

12rule* However, a picture is not necessarily a random sam
ple .from nature, but should be, independent of its relation 
to reality, an artistic and aesthetic composition in itself„ 
Certainly the division of the height of a picture into the 
Golden Section by the horizon gives a result which seldom; 
fails to please.

Facioll8 s. book, De Devina Prooortlone. (1509), illus^ 
trated with geometrical drawings by Leonardo da Vinci, 
showed the relation of the Golden Section with perspective, 
painting, sculpture^ architecture^ music, and other math- 
ematies.^5 Another artist friend of Paeioli, Michelangelo, 
ascribed certain simple proportions, including those: of the

"i AGolden Section, to the ideal human figure.

1-LIbld. .
12Ibid.
Dune an Harkin, Fundamental Mathemat ie s. (New York: 

Prentiee--Hall, 1941), p. 291»
^George D. Birkhoff, MMathematieal Theory of Aesthet

ics, 11 Rice Institute Pamphlet, (July 1952)» XIX, 189»
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5.5 Golden Section in the Great Pyramid. ^  That the 
pyramids, and especially the Great Pyramid at Gizeh, are 
masterpieces of art and architecture is beyond question. 
Whether considerations of the Golden Section entered into 
the builder's plans is something else. There is a passage 
in Herodotus in which he relates that the Egyptian priests 
had told him that the proportions of the Great Pyramid at 
Gizeh were so chosen that the area of a square whose sides 
is the height of the Great Pyramid equals the area of a 
face triangle.

If 2b is the length of the side of the base of the 
Great Pyramid; a is the altitude of a face triangle; and h 
is the height of the pyramid, then Herodotus statement may

be written.
h^ = (2ba)/2 = ab.

Since a is the hypotenuse of a right triangle with sides b 
and h; by the Pythagorean Theorem,

•^H. v. Baravllie, "The Geometry of the Pentagon and 
the Golden Section," The Mathematics Teacher. (Jan. 1948), 
XLI, 29.
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Equating the two values of there results:
ab =£ia^-b^, 

or b^+ab = a2.
Dividing both members by a^ gives *

(b/a)2+(b/a) = 1.
Solving this quadratic equation, b/a is obtained as (\/5wl)/2, 
the Golden Ratio.

Actual measurements of the Great Pyramid are; 
h = 148.2 meters, andb = 116.4 meters, 

from which a = (148.2)2 + (116.4)2 = H8.4 meters. Then the 
ratio b/a = 0.6178, differs from (/B-l)/2 = 0.6180, by 0.0002.

The Golden Ratio also appears as the ratio of the area 
of the base to the lateral area of the Great Pyramid. The 
sum of the areas of the four face triangles of the Pyramid 
is 4(2ba)/2 = 4ab, while the area of the base is (2b)2 = 4b2. 
The ratio of these areas is therefore

(4b2)/(4ab) = b/a = (\fBwl)/2, as before.

5.6 The Golden Section in Dynamic Symmetry. The Gold
en Section has a prominent place in the subject of Dynamic 
Symmetry. This approach to art deals with the occurrence of 
irrational ratios appearing in nature, and their use in art, 
as opposed to rational ratios, sometimes called Static Sym
metry. A recent investigator who has probably done more 
work with Dynamic Symmetry than any other individual is Jay 
Hambidge. Some of his books are: The Elements of Dynamic
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Symmetry. Dynamic Symmetry of the Greek Vase. The Parthenon 
and other Greek Temples--Their Dynamic Symmetry. Dynamic 
Symmetry In Composition as Used by Artists.

In his analysis of the proportions appearing In the 
Parthenon, Hambidge has found that the proportions of the 
following rectangles appear repeatedly:^

(1) Root-five rectangle;
___________

/

/ /

(Ratio of base to altitude, |/5/l = 2.236* ••) 
(Reciprocal Ratio, 0.4472*••)

(2) Golden Rectangle;

/

{/S+O/Z

(Ratio of base to altitude; (^5+l)/2 = 1.618***) 
(Reciprocal ratio; (/5-l)/2 = 0.618***)
<3

The Golden Rectangle with a smaller Golden Rectangle 
added equals the root-five rectangle.

l^Jay Hambidge, The Parthenon and other Greek Temoles- 
Thelr Dynamic Symmetry. (Ney York: Yale Univ. Press'] 1921),
pp. 60-66.



(vs+0/ 2- Qff-)/z
(3) Rectangle consisting of half of a Golden Rectangle 

with a small Golden Rectangle added;

/

(VS-/)/£

(Ratio of base to altitude; (3l/5-l)/4 = 1.427***)
(4) Rectangle remaining whfen two squares are subtracted 

from a root-five rectangle;
VT

/ ( \Js-Z

(Ratio of base to altitude; (\[5-2)/l = 0.236***)
A root-five rectangle with a 0.236*•• rectangle (4) 

added equals four Golden Rectangles, since 
/5+V5~2 = 2(\T5-2) = 4(\T5“l)/2.

The proportions of these rectangles are also found in 
other Greek temples and examples of Greek art.^7

17ibia.
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5.7 The Golden Section in Greek art. Hambidge shows 
that many Greek vases and urns may be analyzed by Dynamic 
Symmetry, with the Golden Rectangle and Golden Section ap
pearing frequently.1® One fine example of a Greek vase 
which admits of analysis with the Golden Rectangle is a 
black figured Eye Kylix which is at present in the Museum of 
Fine Arts, Boston. The rectangle analysis in this case was

A H D

made by Dr. L.D. Caskey.1^ The width of the foot is the 
height of the bowl. The handles each occupy two Golden Rect
angles; AE, DF. The bowl fills two Golden Rectangles; AG,
DG. The base or foot also fills two Golden Rectangles; CG,
GB.

A beautiful example of an approximation to the Golden 
Section is given by the division of the height of a baroque 
urn from the Salem Cathedral into three parts by the base,

1A°JayfHambidge, Dynamic Symmetry of the Greek Vase.
(New York: Yale University Press, 1927).

Julian Bowes, 11 Dynamic Symmetry,*' Scrlpta Mathematics. 
(March 1933), I, 244.



onfe©wl, and covere If the height of the howl is considered 
as eight units» then the base.and cover are each five units, 
and the ornament on the cover three-units® The whole ©over 
is then the same height as the howl, and hears to the howl 
and base together the- ratio" 8:13® The cover itself bears to 
the bowl, the ratio 5-$S, and. the-.ornament to the cover the 
ratio 3«§o The effect of these ratios is exceptionally 
pleasing® '

5®8 The Golden -Section in the human figure® A series 
of articles on "Bodily Symmetry8in The Art Digest during 1935 
illustrate the use of the pentagon and the Golden Section by 
the artiste Hr® Wilford S»- Sonrow, then secretary of the 
American Artists Professional League, presents a.picture of 
a woman with upraised arms inscribed in a pentagon so that 
adjacent vertices occur at her hands with the. opposite 
vertex at her feet, and the center of the circumscribing 
circle at her navel, which he calls the "Pentagon Pose®
Two diagonals of the pentagon forming a star pentagram in# 
tersest at her throat® The entire figure, including the head 
and face, is then analyzed with pentagons and star penta
grams which are placed symmetrically on the figure by Mre
Conrow, A more complete mathematical analysis,, .and summary of_ ‘

^®Timmerding, op® ©it® p®.46®
21Wilferd S® Conrow, "The Pentagon Pose—-Femining Sym

metry, " The Art Digest® (Sept® 1935), pp® 31^32® ■



MTo. Cenrew’ s work is done In the articles by Dr» William 
Chur©hi11s ̂  He breaks down the entire figure to the var« 
ie.ms body parts in terms of ratios involving the- G-eldem 
See'tion. 8fhe Pentagon Pose.,8 although entirely suited t© 
the. typical feminine figure, is not entirely satisfaotery 
for the maseuline figure* However, the ideal ratios of the 
male figure, according to Gonrow and Churchill9 are very 
nearly in .the ■rail© 10$9 to the corresponding feminine val^ 
ues» A part of the table of ratios for the feminine figure 
in the "Pentagon Pose", followsi

. Diameter of circumscribing circle „ , 144 
Height of figure » e e 6. • ♦ < , 0. . « *  89
Navel height © * ? * * © © © © #• © © * 8̂
Arm length (inside) © © , * * * *0 * ■ 34 
Navel to collar bone > © © Q « © * © * 11
Length of foot © © © © © © © © © © © © 13
Two fists (eight fingers) © » © © © «  8
Hand breadth • © © © © ©,© © © © © © © © 3
Ear, nose © © © © © © © © © © © © © 3

Note that these ratios are successive terms of the Fibonacci 
sequence.

The articles recommended that the artist learn these 
ratios, and Dr© Churchill comments in another article,

^William Churchill, "Summary of the Ratios of Femin
ine Symmetry» " The Art Digest© ( September 1935) $ . PP.* 31*32



O0a@ern.img the use- ©f the G-oldea'Rati© in arts
-fhe method is s© simple-that there is a© longer 

any’ exouse for artists and designers to ignore the 
mathematical basis of their work* T© the ah©lenta# 
the mathem&tios of art was the ultimate wisdom, f© 
them the whole scale of design was based on the 
Golden - Rati©« •

?William Churehi11$ 
(August 1934), p«

“The 
51 o

Seale- ©f Design, ** The Art.

mailto:O0a@ern.img


GHAPflR VI

THE Q-OLDEH SECTION IN NATURE: •
6*1 The S-olden Seotlon as a natural phenomenonThe 

plaee #f the G-oMen Seetlen 1b nature is an Interesting one. 
It appears from some observations that the ratio of the 
Golden Section may he used as a sort of norm* Those who 
favor this viewpoint& of course,choose objects to be meas
ured so that the desired ratio will- he obtainede It is not 
difficult to do. this9 since the many^varied forms of nature 
permit many comparison8$, and, when the ratios present vary 
withim a certain range,' occasionally that of the Golden Sec
tion will appearo ZeisimgV for-example in his, leme Lehre 
von den grooortionen des mensQhliehen KOrpers (New Theory of 
Proportion in the Human Body), (Leipzigs 1®5*)» firmly sup
ports the idea that the Golden Section is a fundamental prin
ciple in nature A h© says;

(. » o o . ') the basic principle in all forms in the 
realm of nature as well as in the domain of art, 
form's that tend toward beauty and perfection, lies 
in a relationship of the parts based upon th# Golden 
Section,, Prom the very begimmihg this principle has 
presented the highest goal and ideal in the creation - 
of all forms , cosmic as well as individual, organic

%.E» Timmerding, Per Goldene-Schmitt. (Leipzig und 
Berlin: B»G, Teubner, 1937), p* 28,"
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as well as imrganie, ,ae.0ustle as well as optle.
It obtains its most complete realizations, however, 
only in the human figures ■
There is a law of proportion in nature wherein the 

(3-oMem Section sometimes appears0 This law may be stated as 
followsj In a sequence of magnitudes with increasing or de=» 
ereasing,; similar part#, the increase or reduction forms a 
geometric progression if no disturbing influence is present 
Whether the given sequence is increasing or decreasing is 
determined by the time sequence of growth* Either the larg
est parts or the smallest parts are the oldest and the 
others follow in the geometric progression. From this law, 
known as: the Law of natural Growth, it is evident that the 
Golden Ratio will appear occasionally. It cannot be said, 
however, that the Golden Ratio appears throughout in this 
law. “ - "

6.1 Golden Section in the giant kingdom. Consider 
first some appearances of the Golden Section in the plant 
kingdom. It is a noteworthy observation that leaves do not 
occur at random on a stem or branch, but are arranged in a 
definite order. A. study of this phenomena is called phyllo# 
taxy, and two general divisions present themselves. One is 
the- whoriMaor vertieillate type in which two or more leaves 
occur at the same level or node on a stem. The other type

2Ibid,
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is the alternate or scattered plan; one leaf only appears 
at each node, and the leaves succeed each other in spiral 
order. Sketches of the two types are shown.

(whorled) (alternate)
Pfeifer includes in Per G-oldene Schnitt actual photo

graphs of plant life illustrating the former of these types.^ 
Here the distances between successive nodes form a geometric 
progression , and it is easy to see that by proper choice of 
the stem to be measured it is possible to choose ones in 
which the common ratio is, at least approximately, the Golden 
Ratio. A more definite connection with the Golden Section 
is found in the alternate type of leaf arrangement. A number 
of different forms of the alternate arrangement are found, 
and for the most part these can be represented mathematically

^Franz Xaver Pfeifer, Per Golden Schnitt. und dessen 
erschefroungs-formen in Mathematik, Natur und Kunst. (Augsburg; 
1885),
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toy the fractions 1/2* 1/3, 2/5/ 3/8, 3/8, 5/13, .*o.^ The 
numerators of these fractions represent the numtoer of turns 
to complete a ©y.ele | that is, to reach a leaf which stands 
directly atoove or toelow an initially ehoseh one. The dem# 
©minators represent the numtoer of leaves, ©ounting along the 
spiral from any one of them, to the one which stands directly 
atoove or toelow it. The whole fraction represents the angular 
distance measured eireumferentlally on the stem from one leaf 
to the next one on the spiral. The greatest proportion of 
the distance around the stem that one leaf is displaced from 
the next one is 1/2, and the smallest proportion is 1/3} all 
the others come between these two, with the commonest toeing 
five leaves in two turns of the spiral,^ Examples of the 
1/2, or distichous, arrangement occur in the Elm and Base* 
wood, and it prevails in the whole family of grasses. The 
1/3, or tristieheus, arrangement occurs in the Sedges, The 
2/5, or pentastiehouSj arrangement occurs in many common 
trees, such as the Cherry and the Apple, The 3/8 arrangement 
occurs in Aconite, Osage, Orange, Plantain, and Holly; and 
the 5/13 arrangement in Houseleek and some otherse Other 
arrangements representedfby further terms in the series are 
rarer, tout do occurs

 ̂ " ' .. .

^Edson S0. Bast in. College Botany „ (Chicago i 8-0P0 Engle- 
hard and Co», 1894), pa 21o

5ltoido p. 23o



<3©nsM®r the sequence ©f fractions which represents these 
leaf arrangements; namely, 1/2, 1/3, 1/5, 5/8, 8/13, . .
After the second fraction, the sequence of numerators Is the 
same as the sequence ••of denominators. The law ©f formation 
is immediately apparent; each term in the sequence has a 
numerator whieh is the sum of the two preceding numerators, 
and a denominator whieh is the sum of the two preceding de-* 
nominators„ The sequence is one whose relationship with the 
Golden Section has previously "been shownf namely$ the Fit©*-- 
naccB. Sequence, Also, each of the fractions is an- approx* 
imation to the Golden Ratio, and the further one goes in the 
sequence, the better the approximation.

In terms of spacing by degrees-of circumference of a 
branch or e.tem, one can divide the sequence; • 1/2, 1/3, 1/5, 
5/8, . o o into two sequences by eh©sing the odd terms for 
one, and the even terms for the other, as follows;—

1/2 = 180© 1/3 = 120©
2/5 ='144© 3/8 s 135©
5/13 3 138%8' 8/21 a 13708’

13/34 a 137°SSg 21/55 = 137027e
This gives both a descending and an ascending sequence, and 
both approach the same limit, which is approximately 137®308 
18” o The rate wMhh these series approach their common limit

^William He Brown, A Textbook of General Botany. 
(Boston; Ginn and Go., 1925), p. 103.
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Indicates•that' after a few terms there is very little dif
ference hetween the approximationse

An- excellent example ©f the Golden .Section' appearing 
in the plant kingdom is in the common sunflower. On this. 
Professor Arthur H> Ghmrch says# 11 The most perfect examples 
©f phyllotaxis easily obtainable are afforded by the common 
sunflower, so frequently selected as a typical Angi©sperm, 
both in anatomical and physiological observations, owing to 
the fact that it exhibits, par excellence, what is regarded. 
as a normal structure- little modified by specialization for 
any peculiar environment,15̂ The sunflower sockets, with or 
without the fruit, form a series of .intersecting curves, 
identical with those of a pine cone, only reduced to a nearly 
flat surface. These curves are, at least to a very close 
approximation, logarathmie spirals; curves which have been 
shown to be closely connected with the Golden Section. 
Moreover, in a small sunflower head there are 21 curves 
crossing 34 curvesi a larger one has 34 curves crossing 33 
curves| and a still larger one has l|Scurves crossing 8f 
curves,® The ratios of these intersecting curves in the 

’ various sized heads: 21/34, 34/55, 55/89, are, of course, 
all approximations to the Golden Ratio» The pine cone and

^Jay Hambidge, The Elements of Dynamic Symmetryn (Hew 
York : Yale Gnlv. Press, 1916), p. 1, quoting A.H.-, Ghurch.

^National Council of Teachers of Mathematics. (Sev@n» 
teenth Yearbook, 1942), p. 184.
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eommom teasel have a similar arrangement0 The relation of 
these spirals to the Fibonacci Sequence was first noted by 
Braun in 1835«̂ '

Hamhidge says., regarding irrational proportions .(in
cluding such as the Golden Ratio)s "Dynamic proportions 
seem to he nature's proportions as they were of the hest 
©reek art,11 ̂  He also adds, "if the leaves of the. plants 
of the world were distributed statically^ the effect would 
probably be very disturbing® With nature exhibiting such 
an obvious balance the result might well be that man would 
become mentally unbalanced®

6®3 ©olden Section in the animal kingdom. In the
animal kingdom also# are found numerous occurrences of the

■ . - .

©olden Section® Professor Arthur Church of Oxford has shown
the flora of the sea apparently follow the.laws of leaf

T Oarrangement given by the terms of the Fibonacci Sequence,
 ̂ The logarathmie spiral is found in various shellss such as 
the Nautilus,̂  -
*   ■   '      —   _____

^Hambidge, The Elements of Dynamic Symmetry. (New York: 
Yale Univ, Press, 192b), p, 3?

^®Hambidge, Dynamic Symmetry in Composition, (New -York t 
Brentan©1s, 1923)» p® 70..

11ibid-«, p, 72®
Ip. Ibid®, p. 70o
^National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, op® eit 

Po 185®



, The simplest way in whieh the Golden Section appears
. ' - - _ 

in the hmman figure is in the alleged division of the total

tip of the middle finger,-when the arm hangs naturally, is 
said to divide the whole height into the Golden Section,, 
Furthermore, the eyebrows are said to divide the height of 
the head into the Golden Section, and the lower faee (bot
tom of nose to chin) is divided into the Golden Section by 
the mouthb The length of the bones in a human finger form 
a geometric progression with common ratio approximately that 
of the Golden Ratioe

6»4 Golden Section.in the planetary system* The ratio 
of the Golden Section.in the planetary system has been in^ 
vestigated by Pfeifer in the following manner,^ He numbered 
the planets (Roman numerals) in order of their distance from 
the sun, and expressed their mean- distance from the sun in 
terms of the earth’s mean distance as unity. Thus;

height by the waist into the Golden Section

I Mercury 0*387 ¥. Jupiter 5e202
II Venus 0.723 VI Saturn 9 o,583

III Earth 1.00© VII Uranus 19*182
IV Mars 1.523 VIII Neptune 30s633

Asteroids

^Timmerding, op. .cit. „ p. 32
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fw© groups of four planets ea©h are separated by the aster# 
oldSo If on© sums the mean distances of the ©dd numbered 
planets and sums the mean distances of the even numbered 
planets in eaeh groups the rati© of these sums 'for, each 
group is a ©lose approximation to the Golden Ratio. For 
the first group one has;

- I .iEerepry. OojB? II Venus 0.T23
III Earth 1.000 IV Mars 1.523 -

sum 1.3©T sum 2.246
The ratio of these sums') 1:1.619 differs from the Golden
Ratio by 0.001o For the second groups

V Jupiter 5 = 201 ' VI' Saturn 9,538
VII- Uranus 19,202 -- VIII Neptune30.033

sum 24.384 sum " 39®571
• • ■The ratio of these sums is 1 si.©223 differing from the

Golden Ratio by 0,004.

The Golden Rati© is said to be connected with the peri** 
©die table of elements;^ it appears in a roundabout way 
in the human cycle of gestations^ and may be found in 
still other places in nature.

Risselman, (Lecture notes on the Golden Section),
^William Ghurchlll, 11 The Biometric Pattern!1 The Art 

Digest, (Oct, 1935)9 P® 29,



GHAEEER VII

MAGIC OF THE GOLDEN SECTION

7ol Early smpergtltiQms amd belief#* From ancient 
times the Go Men Seetion, anG eonstruetlons and fignres .-Ibh 
volving its use, have been looked upon as having more than 
ordinary sign!ficanoe* The star pentagramg in whieh each
line is divided into the Golden Se@tion$ gives an excellent‘9- .

example of this* This pentagram was a badge of society for 
the Order of the Pythagoreansp a ghomp whose- infImenee was 
religions, rather than political or seientifie0 The mern̂  y 
ber's of the Order swore by oath met to divmlge the' secrets 
of the society, which included the construction of the penta-

Ogram and regular dodecahedron* The death of one of them, 
Hippasms, in a shipwreck, was attributed by the other mem
bers t© his revealing the- secret of the sphere with its 
twelve pentagons (regular dodecahedron) to an outsider*^ The 
pentagram was called Health by the PythagoreansIn the

Turnbull, The Great lathematiclans , (London % 
Methuen -and- Go* Ltd*, 1933), pp«

%bld.
-̂ George Johnston Allman, Greek-Geometry from Thales to 

Euclid, (Doublin% University Press, 1889), p. 26.
^Ibid*



history of magie and superstitioa the figure of the star 
pentagram has played an important part as a talisman against 
all forms of misfortune. Known to the,Mohammedans9 Hindus» 
and Gahalist'sj, as well as the Pythagoreansy it was sometimes 
oarved on "babies erihs to ward off evils, while in other 
©ountries it was, painted' on animals stalls,^ it has also 
"been used as a proteetion against nightmares,

7=2 Star pentagram in Goethe8s Faust, In Goethe8 s 
Faust the stat pentagram appears as a supernatural symbol. 
The pentagram (witeh^s footprint^ was eonstrueted on the 
doorstep of Faust8 s study,? Due to a faulty ©onstruetion 
(the point of the pentagram toward the outside of the study 
was not elosed) Me phi s t ophele s $, the devil, in the form of a 
poodle, obtained entrance t©' the- study, but was unable to 
leave the same way sinee he eould not cross the pentagram,^ 
In his analysis of Faust Andrews describes the pentagram as,1 
11 a figure consisting of three triangles combined into a sin
gle star, emblematic of the theological exposition of the

. ^Edward Kasner and.James Newman, Mathemat1ca and the 
Imagination, (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1940), pv 268,

R̂, F, Graesser, "The Golden Section," The Pentagon, II2| 
(Fall,1943 Spring, 1944), 13=

^William Page Andrews, Goethe8 s Key to Faust, (Cam
bridge s Houghton Mifflin Go =, 1913), p«,4?,

^Goethe, Faust = trams = Abraham Hayward-, (London: Hutch
inson and Co,, 1908), p, 42=



Souree of Life 'as a triune Diety* three persons9 and yet one 
personality o19̂

7o3 Faei®li9s elaia for the @-0Idem Section. Faeioli 
elaimed in jhis, “Be Bevina Propotione,91 miraculous proper-? 
ties for. the ©olden Sections which he considered divine„
He .said;- _ '

The first Is, that this proportion is unique0 
It is not possible to derive any other proportions 
or variations from ito According to both theolog
ical and philosophical doctrine this unity is an 
attribute of ©od alonee The second divine property 
is that of the Holy Trinity0 As the Father9 Son, 
and Holy ©host are one and the same; likewise must 
one and the same ratio obtain among the three , quan
tities no more and no -less*-. The third attribute is. 
that just as ©od eamnot.be defined or made compre
hensible to us through wordss neither can this ra- 

' tio be expressed by a rational number but remains 
always secreted and hidden and is called by mathe
maticians an irrationals . Fourthly5, as ©od cannot 
change and is the same in all M s  parts and the 
same•everywhere, so is our proportion always the 
same and unchanging be it evident in large or small 
quantities nor can it be understood in any other 
way* The fifth attribute can with justice be 
added to- the preceding; vize g as ©od creates, divine 
virtues (the so-called fifth element) and by means 
of this creates the four other elements,•earth, 
water; air, and fire, and by means of these gives 
existence to every other thing in nature, so, ae* 
cording to Plato in his Timaeus, does our divine 
proportion give'formal existence to Heaven itself, 
as it gives to Heaven the form of a dodecahedron 
which cannot be constructed without our proportion.

^Andrews, op. Git. (
•^©raesser, ®it. ppe 14«*15»



7*5 Five as a mystic •̂ gumfeeg> fhê  nimber five whiek is 
elosely eonneeted with the G-olden Seetion has heen given 
supernatural importance also. The Pythagoreans tried to 
reduce the universe to-number, ascribing mystic powers to

n *|the different small integerSo-- Ten was a marvelous number 
to them, because it included, five odd. numbers and five even 
numbers and five primes, five itself being the mystic num
ber of.the pentagram» -

These various superstitions are interesting to look 
back upon9 but are too much of the rabbit foot variety for 
modern science to show any real interest in them.

James Byrnie Shaw, The Philosophy of Mathemati©a. 
(Chicago i Open 0ourt Publishing Go»9 1918), p, 16..



6HAP$EB VIII

HISTORY ©F THE GOLDEN SECTION

801 Various names for the G-ol&en Seetiono The term
Golden Seetion is eomparatlvelj modern. It appears first
In .elementary geometries" about the middle of the 19th cen-
.tury9. probably in connection with efforts at that time to
attribute to this geometric construction the importance of
a natural law,^ The ArchiT der Mathematik und Phvsik. (IV%
15#22 )-p ..uses the term Golden Section as early as 1844,®
Kepler had in the 16th century introduced the designations
* seetio divina, '- and "proportlo divina,18 for this construe -
tion,5 One of the- earliest works devoted entirely to the

■ /
Golden Section itself was Be Bevina Proportlone by Fra Luca 
Paeioli in 15©9, Other terms used at various times for the 
Golden .Section were: Mextreme and mean ratio" (Euclid), 
"Continued Section" (J.F. Lorenz, 1781), "Medial Section"
(Jo Leslie, 18©9), "diviser une droite decagonalement" (Ter- 
quern, 1 8 5 5 ) ■  .

^Earl Fink, A Brief History of Mathematics, (Chicago$ 
Open Court Pub, Co,, 1910), trans, D,E> Smith, p, 195.

^Bavid Eugene Smith, History of Mathematics, (Bostons. 
Ginn and Co,, 1925), II, 291«

^Fink, ®b » eit,
4RoC, Archibald, "Notes on the Logarathmic Spiral, Fib* 

onacci Series, and Golden Section," Bynamic Symmetry of the 
Greek Vase, ed. Jay Hambidge, (New-Havens Yale -U, Press, 1920),
p® 151« -
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7o2 Early oGamrremeeh of- the- Se@tiom. Appear
anees of the G-oldem Section go baek at least as far as the 
PythagoreansI and it may have been diseovered by them. The 
star pentagram, whose eonstrnetion depends upon the division 
of a line segment into the Golden Seetion, was the symbol of 
the ©rder of the Pythagoreans.^ The Pythagoreans oould 
probably eonstrmet the star pentagram and pentagon and real
ized that the lengths involved in these eonstrmetions were 
ineoilmensmrableĉ  .Their soeiety> however, did not admit the 
existence of ineemmensmrabl® qmantities,; and legend has it 
that the Pythagoreans drowned the first individual outside 
of the society who suggested the possibility of suoh quan* 
titles.T The pentagram'is referred to Pythagoreas himself, 
and was Galled "'Pythagoras figura" in the Middle Ages«^

- Emelid9 s Elements, especially in Book XIII, contains 
several theorems on properties of the Q-oldeh Sectionr and 
eonstruotions amounting to that of the Golden Seetion.
Nearly all of these theorems,, as well as some others in the 
Elementsi including most of Book V,are attributed to the

S.G-eorge Johnston Allman, Greek Geometry from Thales to 
Euclid. (Doublin; University Press,. 1889), p-o 26.

^Vera Sanford, A Short. History of-Mathematics. (Cam
bridge : Houghton Mifflin Go., 1930)$ p* 1S5=

Tlbid.
®Allman, .on, clt. p. 25,-
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Greek-mathematieiam EmdoxuSo^ Eudoxus was the third great 
mathematician of the Athenian S c h oo l . H e  was horn in 
Cnidus in 408 B,C. and studied under Arehytaa9 then head of

- • r  '

the Pythagoreanse Eudoxus travelled to Egypt with Plato8 
and it was probably on. this journey that he received some 
ideas on the Golden Section* The Eudemian Summary says 
that Eudoxus, "„ . . . raised to a considerable quantity 
the learningj begun by Plato, on the subject of the section 
(probably Golden Section), to which he applied the analytic 
method* Eudoxus had a. genius for mathematics and astroi>* 
SirSmomy* wasbals®; a physician and a legislatdr*1  ̂ His 
talent in astronomy led to work oh concentric spheres, and 
he may be said to have founded the science of spherical 
geometry*^ In mathematics, Eudoxus completely overcame the 
difficulties in which the Pythagoreans had been involved by 
the discovery of incommensurables and gave mathematics a _

Rouse Ball, Primer of the History of Mathematics.
(London; Macmillan and. Co., 1914), p. 15.

10W.W, Rouse Ball, A Short Account of the Hist@ry of 
Mathematics. (London; Macmillan and Go. ,1915), pp.. 44^45.

11 Ibid..
^Florian Gajori, A History of Elementary Mathematics. 

(New York: Macmillan and Co., 19371", p* 63.
l^Jam es Gow, A Short History of Greek Mathematics. (New 

York: G.E. Stechert and Co,, 1923), pp. .183̂ 184'.
^J.L. Heiberg, Mathematics and Physical Science in 

Classical Antiquity. (London: Oxford U. Press, 1922), $p;33*



new life.15 His development of the ''method of exhaustions,' 
which embraces the ideas Of modern, limits, was out standing. ̂

7»3 Later occurrences of the Bolden Sectiono The eon*? 
struction of the Golden Section found in modern textbooks 
comes from the Alexandrian, Heron, who. lived in the first 
century after Christ

Kepler, who started a revival of' geometry in the iSth" 
century, thought so_highly of the Golden Section that he said, 
"Geometry has two great treasures t one is the theorem of 
Pythagorean, the other the division of a line in. extreme arid 
mean ratio0 The first we may compare to a mass of gold, the 
second we may call a precious j e w e l . ■- -

Turnbull, The Great Mathematiciansa (London: 
Methuen and Go,, 1933)8 2nd ed,, p, 24,

l6Ibid.
l^Tropfke, Geschichte der Elementar M̂athematik, p, 243, 
l^Fink, ô , cit, --
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